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Sweet sensors support stressed cell survival
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Gustatory receptors (Grs) are well known for their functions in sen-
sory neurons in detecting food and toxins. An intriguing new study
in PLOS Biology provides evidence for a role for Grs in Drosophila

epithelia in protecting stressed cells from proteotoxicity.

Animal olfactory and gustatory receptors serve as the molecular interface between the external

chemical world and the nervous system. These receptor repertoires are typically large and

divergent, and individual members are expressed in defined peripheral sensory neuron/cell

populations where they detect specific chemical cues to evoke, ultimately, appropriate behav-

iors [1,2]. However, there is growing appreciation that chemosensory receptors have other

(potential) functions beyond sensing environmental signals [3,4]. Some roles are essentially

“chemosensory,” such as those of mammalian taste receptors in gut nutrient responses or

olfactory receptors in sperm chemotaxis; other roles may reflect distinct cellular functions,

including in muscle regeneration and adiposity [3,4].

A Discovery Report in this issue of PLOS Biology from Baumgartner and Mastrogiannopou-

los in the Piddini group [5] proposes a striking new role for the Drosophila Gustatory receptor
64 (Gr64) gene cluster (Fig 1A) in stress responses of epithelial cells. This finding is surprising

as the Gr64 receptors (hereafter, “Gr64s”) have been intensively studied in insects for their

functions as ligand-gated ionotropic receptors for various sugars and other appetitive chemi-

cals in specific populations of sensory neurons (Fig 1B) [6].

The study was motivated by a curious observation emerging from the group’s previous

work investigating cell competition in wing imaginal disc epithelial cells [7]: Mutations that

cause proteotoxic stress (either in a ribosome subunit gene (RpS3) or a E3 ubiquitin ligase

gene) led to approximately 10-fold transcriptional up-regulation of the Gr64 gene cluster. Such

stressed cells are normally eliminated from the disc epithelium by apoptosis, particularly when

neighbored by wild-type cells in mosaic tissue [7,8]. In the new work [5], the authors tested

whether up-regulation of Gr64 expression has a physiological significance in the process of

stress-evoked cell elimination.

Indeed, loss of one copy of the Gr64 cluster enhanced the frequency of death of stressed

disc cells (RpS3+/−), compared to control, unstressed (RpS3+/+) tissue. This result implied a

protective role for one or more of the Gr64s in promoting survival of stressed cells. The

authors substantiate this conclusion using various individual Gr64 gene loss-of-function

alleles, RNA interference (RNAiAU : PleasenotethatRNAihasbeenfullyspelledasRNAinterferenceatitsfirstmentioninthesentenceTheauthorssubstantiatethisconclusionusingvariousindividualGr64gene:::Pleaseconfirmthatthisiscorrect:), and transgenic rescue, although the polycistronic nature of

Gr64 transcripts (Fig 1A) [9] complicated determination of whether this pro-survival role

requires specific Gr64 genes or is a collective function of the entire cluster.
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To understand how Gr64 genes contribute to cell survival under stressed conditions, the

authors restricted Gr64 RNAi to the posterior compartment of the wing disc (in an RpS3+/−

background) that led to a milder phenotype, with low frequency of cell death, and compared

the expression of various markers of cell stress in anterior (control) and posterior compart-

ments. Knock-down of Gr64s led to modest increases in expression of a reporter for the oxida-

tive stress response pathway (GstD1-GFP) and markers for the integrated stress response

(phospho-JNK and phospho-eIF2α), consistent with the hypothesis that Gr64s function to

attenuate cell stress.

In their previous work [8], the authors showed that stress in RpS3+/− cells results from accu-

mulation of protein aggregates, due to decreased protein degradation/removal through the

proteasome and/or autophagy. In the new study, they probe the mechanistic basis of how

Gr64s help promote cell survival using transgenic reporters for the activity of these pathways

(Proteoflux for the proteasome and ReFlux for autophagy [8]). Loss of Gr64s reduced both

proteasome and autophagosome function, consistent with a model in which these proteins

help prevent proteotoxic stress.

This report provides evidence for a new role for Grs in a cell survival pathway (Fig 1C). As

with all provocative discoveries, the work raises several important questions. First, how are

Gr64 genes transcriptionally up-regulated in response to cellular stress? The mechanism is

likely to be distinct from the developmental pathways controlling the neuron-specific expres-

sion of Grs in chemosensory organs (Fig 1B) [6]. However, Grs (and other chemosensory

genes) display plasticity in expression levels in adults, suggesting that other global mechanisms

of gene regulation exist. Stress-induced Gr64 expression in wing discs was inferred from bulk

RNA-sequencing, so it is unclear whether Gr64 up-regulation depends upon an external signal

acting across the tissue or occurs in a cell-autonomous manner. In situ analysis of Gr64 expres-

sion is clearly warranted.
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Fig 1. Tissue-specific roles for Gr64 receptors in taste sensing and cell stress sensing. (A) Schematic of the tandem cluster of Gr64 genes, which are

thought to be transcribed as a polycistronic transcript [9]. (B) Left: cartoon of the Drosophila feeding organ, the labellum, which is covered in gustatory

sensilla housing different types of ciliated sensory neurons. Middle: Gr64 genes are expressed, in various combinations, in typically a single “sweet”-

sensing neuron in each sensillum. Right: individual Gr64 proteins contain 7 transmembrane domains and likely assemble into homo- or heteromeric

complexes to form ligand-gated ion channels responding to appetitive chemicals, including many sugars, glycerol, and fatty acids [6]. (C) Model for the

role of Gr64 genes in promoting proteostasis and cell survival in imaginal discs under proteotoxic stress (see text); the mechanistic function of Gr64
genes in this process is unclear, but is thought to be largely cell autonomous [5].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3001705.g001
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Second, are Gr64s functioning as ligand-gated channels in stressed cells? While it is reason-

able to presume that they have a similar biochemical function to their role in chemosensory

neurons, protein localization analyses will be essential to determine if Gr64s are present on the

plasma membrane of epithelial cells (and therefore able to respond to extracellular cues) or

restricted to intracellular membranes. In either scenario, known Gr64 ligands (sugars, glycerol,

and fatty acids [6]) are likely to be available to gate these channels, although whether such

chemicals could act as deterministic signals is unclear. Alternatively, Gr64s may function in a

ligand-independent manner, conducting ions through spontaneous channel opening. It is

notable that other (chemosensory) ionotropic receptors are up-regulated in stressed wing discs

[7], raising the possibility that multiple ion channels participate in the proteostasis pathway.

Third, assuming Gr64s do function as channels, how might ion conduction suppress pro-

teotoxic stress? The authors hint that Ca2+ is involved, through their observation of decreases

in frequency of “calcium flashes” in disc cells when Gr64s are down-regulated. However, how

Gr64s contribute to such flashes and how this phenomenon is related to regulation of the pro-

teasome or autophagy are completely unknown. Of course, we cannot rule out that the Gr64s

have a distinct function in this cellular context, unrelated to their signaling mechanism in sen-

sory neurons.

Despite the abundance of questions, this intriguing work outlines another example of a

non-chemosensory function of chemosensory receptors. This role is surprising in the context

of our prior appreciation of Gr64s only as sweet sensors, but the Gr superfamily is evolution-

arily ancient: Homologs are present in animals, plants, and unicellular eukaryotes, with some,

albeit very sparse, evidence for non-chemosensory activities [10]. Further investigation of

Gr64s’ contribution to protection of cells from stress could illuminate an ancestral function for

this protein family.
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